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Disclaimer

Clayton Partners LLC (“the Firm”) is providing this presentation for informational purposes only and as an illustration of Clayton Partners’ investment philosophy. This presentation is
not an offer to provide investment advice or a recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell any securities discussed herein. This presentation is qualified in its entirety by reference to
Part 2A and 2B of Clayton Partners’ Form ADV and Clayton Partners’ investment management agreement. Past performance is not indicative of future results, and no representation
or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance.

This material does not take into account individual client circumstances, objectives, or needs. Securities, financial instruments, products or strategies mentioned in this material may
not be suitable for all clients. In reaching a determination as to the appropriateness of any proposed transaction or strategy, individuals should undertake a thorough independent
review of the legal, regulatory, credit, accounting and economic consequences of such transaction in relation to their particular circumstances and make their own independent
decisions. Any securities mentioned herein do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or recommended for CPDS clients and have been selected solely to illustrate Clayton
Partners’ investment approach. Such securities are not intended to be an indicator for how Clayton Partners has performed or may perform in the future.

No Duty to Update. Neither Clayton Partners nor any of its affiliates assumes any duty to update any information herein for subsequent changes of any kind. Depending on conditions
and trends in securities markets and the economy generally, Clayton Partners may pursue any objectives, employ any techniques or purchase any type of security that it considers
appropriate and in the best interests of its clients. Clayton Partners or its affiliates may engage in securities transactions that are inconsistent with this communication and may have
long or short positions in such securities.

Forward Looking Statements. This document may contain forward-looking statements based on Clayton Partners’ expectations and projections. Those statements are sometimes
indicated by words such as “expects,” “believes,” “will” and similar expressions. Such statements are not guaranties of future performance and are subject to certain risks,
uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to predict. Therefore, actual returns could differ materially and adversely from those expressed or implied in any forward-looking
statements as a result of various factors. Information contained in this presentation has been obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable, but we do not make any
representation as to its accuracy or its completeness and it should not be relied on as such.

Performance. Net returns are based on a representative client’s portfolio since inception with no additional contributions or withdrawals. Net returns reflect the reinvestment of all
dividends and the deduction of a 1.4% annual management fee and other account expenses. Annual management fees are based on account size and are 1.4% or less. Other clients’
returns will differ from those presented due to the timing of investments, size of accounts, amount of management fee and other factors. Performance results are based on estimates
by Clayton Partners and have not been compiled, reviewed or audited by an independent accountant.

Clayton Partners believes that the performance shown was generated with an investment philosophy and methodology which it would expect to use for CPDS in the future. Future
investments, however, will be made under different economic conditions and in different securities and using different investment strategies than were used for CPDS during the time
discussed herein. Furthermore, the performance discussed herein reflects investment of limited funds for a limited period of time and does not reflect performance in different
economic or market cycles. It should not be assumed that future clients will experience returns, if any, comparable to those discussed herein.

Comparison to ETFs. Returns of ETFs ICLN and SPY are net each ETF’s fees, include the reinvestment of dividends and are shown for comparative purposes only as context reflecting
the general market or sector results during the reporting periods presented. The ICLN seeks to track the investment results of an index composed of global equities in the clean energy
sector. SPY is designed to track the S&P 500 stock market index. CPDS does not seek to replicate, and its performance results will differ materially from, the composition, performance
and volatility of these and other ETFs or indices. The ICLN is more globally focused than CPDS, and SPY is significantly more diversified (across companies, industries and sectors)
than CPDS. No representation is made that CPDS is intended to track or otherwise be similar to any such ETF.

Confidentiality. This document is confidential. It is being provided to you on the condition that it not be forwarded, copied or otherwise distributed without the prior written consent
of Clayton Partners.
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Executive Summary

The Firm
Clayton Partners LLC (“the Firm”) is a $140+ million AUM value-oriented management company, with a 
focus on environmental and sustainable-focused public and private company investments.

Investment Strategy
We invest in under-valued companies with quality management teams that are “thinking right” about how to 
decarbonize their businesses and maximize returns to shareholders, while capitalizing on net-zero emission 
targets over the next 30 years.

Why Now
The decarbonization movement has hit its stride, and actions are being taken to ensure measurability and 
accountability for meeting net zero goals today, not just in 2050.

Value
The median 2024 P/E of the companies of the CPDS portfolio is only 12.7x vs. 17.6x for the median P/E of the 
ICLN and 17.7x for SP500. Our stocks are underfollowed and not yet generally recognized for their 
decarbonization potential.

Differentiated
Our portfolio has minimal overlap with often suboptimal and problematic ESG and Clean Tech 
investment options.

Impact We support profitable companies with large decarbonization profiles relative to their size.
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1 See Disclaimer slide at the end of this presentation for important performance information and slide 11 for comparison against other ETFs.



A $200 Trillion Opportunity

Bloomberg NEF, Bloomberg’s green-energy research team, estimates it could cost $196 trillion in investments to 
zero out the world’s carbon emissions by 2050, with annual green investments having to nearly triple to $6.9 trillion 
by 2030.
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Source: Bloomberg NEF
Note: Depicts the Net Zero Scenario from BNEF’s New Energy Outlook, a pathway to net-zero emissions globally by 2050. ‘Fossil-fuel processes’ refers to upstream, midstream, and downstream 
components of coal, oil and gas processes. Excludes demand-side fossil-fuel investment. Electric vehicles sales are counted as consumer durables, calculated by multiplying the outright cost of purchasing 
a vehicle by the number of EVs. Values have been normalized to 2021 real US dollars. 

Electric vehicles Low-carbon power Grids Hydrogen Carbon capture and storage Heat pumps Sustainable materials

Fossil-fuel processes Fossil-fuel power



The Roadmap to Net Zero

We believe Carbon Emissions can be broken down into five categories with dramatic global implications as they 
each move to net zero. 
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Electricity
The global electricity system will enable 
the majority of decarbonization. Renewables 
are expected to grow to 80+% of system 
generation, which will more than double in 
size by 2050. 

Transportation
Cars, trucking and shipping will transition to 
electric power or biofuels.

Buildings
Electrification will enable greater energy efficiency, 
flexibility and self generation

Manufacturing
Plastics, steel, cement and consumer goods will be 
made using renewable energy, recycled content and 
carbon capture technology.

Five Categories 
with 

Dramatic Global 
Implications

Agriculture
Precision farming will be paired with 
fertilizers made from low carb ammonia.



Why Focus on the Power Sector?

The global electricity system will enable the majority of decarbonization. Renewables will grow to 80+% of system 
generation, which will more than double in size by 2050. This will eliminate a quarter of global emissions that come 
directly from electricity generation and enable full decarbonization as we electrify the economy. 

Utilities and power companies will enable and benefit from the transition. These stocks are cheap relative to the 
market and their growth prospects. This offers the most impact relative to size and profitability. 

Data center demand from AI growth will turbocharge clean energy demand that was already robust
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BEST IDEA: TALEN ENERGY [TLNE]

Talen Energy (TLNE) is one of the largest independent power producers in the country 
with a strong free-cash-flow profile and a crown jewel asset.
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▪ Company emerged from bankruptcy in May 2023 with new leadership and upgraded balance 
sheet

▪ Susquehanna is one of the most efficient and profitable nuclear plants in the world

▪ Nuclear plants have become highly valuable due to federal pricing floor for their power

▪ Complementary gas power assets capture upside from volatile power prices in the NE and Texas

▪ TLNE will directly benefit from decarbonization trends AND growth in AI computing

▪ Major catalysts expected over the next 6 months:

– Completion of sale process for ERCOT plants….TX power prices provide upside

– Announcement of JV or partial monetization of Data Center business

– Uplist to a major exchange



Pattern Recognition – We’ve seen this movie before

Three prior investments have very similar attributes as Talen (DEN, CRC and CEG)

• Post Bankruptcy or Spin Out means the stocks are underfollowed and/or don’t trade on a normal 
exchange

• Upgraded balance sheets

• New management teams in place

• Asset sales coupled with large buybacks and dividends
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✓ Denbury (DEN) emerges from BK in September 2020.                                                                   
Stock up +390% prior to Exxon acquisition

✓ California Resources (CRC) emerges from BK two months later led by current TLNE CEO. 
Stock up +239% since relisting         

✓ Constellation Energy (CEG) spun out from EXC in early 2022 with largest nuclear energy 
fleet. Stock up +189% since the spin



Why Nuclear?

The IRA created the nuclear PTC: 
a government guaranteed floor 
price for nuclear electricity with 
an escalator for inflation.

The downside is protected and 
can be priced like a government 
bond. Upside remains intact and 
can generate enormous cashflow 
when power prices inflect.

Nuclear is vital to clean energy 
goals

Susquehanna is the 6th largest 
plant in the U.S. and one of the 
most efficient and profitable 
plants with an ability to operate 
until 2064 if licenses are 
extended

Assets now trade at 11x EBITDA 
and Susquehanna could be 
worth $5B
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Gas Peaker Assets Increasingly Important

Talen’s remaining assets are mostly natural gas power plants in ERCOT and the PJM

As the grid transitions to renewables, gas peaker assets become MORE important

ERCOT power prices have spiked recently and TLNE is in the process of selling these (Good timing!)

PJM just requested TLNE to operate their Wagner facility for three more years AND projected 3x load 
growth due to growth in data centers and electrification of transportation and buildings
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Comps / Buyers = VST & CEG

CEG is the market leading nuclear IPP and trades at 11x EBITDA

VST has a clean energy business that acquired Energy Harbor for 11x EBITDA

PEG is keeping their nuclear facilities

TLNE is one of the only assets potentially for sale in a tight market

Data center opportunity is icing on the cake
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Data Center Opportunity

Cumulus data center campus is 1,200 acres and directly connected to Susquehanna

$250mm already spent on infrastructure

Tech companies need renewable baseload power for their data centers

Up to 950MW of capacity @ $70/mwh is $200mm of incremental FCF

Could be worth $5-$15 per share in a sale or JV now, or could be worth 3x those amounts in the 
future
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Valuation
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LOW BASE HIGH

Nuke FCF ($mm) $360 $400 $450

Yield 9% 8% 7%

Value ($B) $4.0 $5.0 $6.4

Gas Plants ($mm) $700 $1,300 $1,500

Cumulus ($mm) $250 $500 $1,000

Total ($mm) $4,950 $6,800 $8,900

Less Debt ($mm) ($1,900) ($1,900) ($1,900)

Equity Value ($mm) $3,050 $4,900 $7,000

Price Target $52 $83 $118

Return -21% +25% +78%



Risks & Mitigants

• Single asset risk: Susquehanna is only one plant and key to the whole story. 

– Relatively new plant so we think risk is low here.

• Subsidy risk: Nuclear could lose the subsidy if IRA repealed. Nuclear has broad 
bipartisan support and chances of repeal are low. 

– Shorting CEG is an easy way to hedge this risk AND the valuation risk.

• Asset sales could be unsuccessful. ERCOT and Cumulus have wide range of outcomes.

– True, but value not reflected in the stock price yet.

• Remaining company could struggle to meaningfully grow.

– Given the investor base and history of the management team, we believe the most 
likely outcome is an acquisition by a competitor. 
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Summary - Talen Energy [TLNE]

• New team, same playbook: Generate FCF, Monetize Assets and 
Buyback Stock ($300mm authorization)

• Crown Jewel asset that is in high demand

• Great management team that is “thinking right” about capital 
allocation

• Asymmetric upside from peaker plants and Cumulus

• Upside to current price of +25% to +78%
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Contact Information

Alex Gates 
alex@claytonpartners.com
3160 College Avenue, Suite 203
Berkeley, CA 94705
415-296-5071
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